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ABSTRACT
EFFECTS OF REORGANIZATION ON THE CLIENTELE OF THE
DIVISION OF FAMILY SERVICES
IN NORTHERN UTAH
by
Byron R. Burnham , Master of Science
Utah State University , 1971
Major Professor:
William L . Furlong
Department : Political Science
The Division of Family Services in the State of Utah
has undergone an organizational change .

State aid to needy

families is now administer ed on a regional level , rather
than a county level .
It was hypothesized that this reorganization would have
little affect on the

client~

attitude toward state services .

They would be aware of the change but would be neutral in
attitude about the change .
Survey research was used to obtain data for this study .
A change scale was developed and a score computed .
reviewing the data the hypothesis was rejected .

After

Clients

did have a positive view about regionalization or organizational change .

(65 pages)
vii

INTRODUCTION
During the past few years the c on cept of regionaliza tion has been moving more and mo r e into the field of Public
Administrat i on .

Regionaliza ti on has and is b e ing tried on

all levels of governmen t .

On the international level the

Organizatio n of American States and th e Common Market are
two examples of regionalization .

The federal government

of the United States had regionalized many of its depart ments and bureaus .

Among th e se are the National Forest

Ser vi ce a n d the Civil Ser vi ce Commission .
On the state level r egio n s are also being for med .

The

Four Corners Area of Utah , Colorado , Arizona and New Mexico
is also presently experiencing regionalization .

In Utah

one such example and the subject of this paper is the
Department of Soc ial Services , Division of Family Services .
Recently (1969 - 1970) the Division changed it s administrative
structure .

Formerly state aid including financial aid and

case work was administered on the coun ty level .

Since the

n e w structur e has been implemented , counties have b ee n
combined into regions .

Fina ncial aid and c as e work a re now

adm ini s te re d out of a ce ntr al office for a number of counties .
This s tudy was completed in Regio n I .
sists of five counties i n north e r n Utah :

Thi s Region conMorgan , Weber ,

2

Cache, Rich , and Box Elder .

The central offices for the

Region are located in Ogden .

There are eight such regions

in the State .
Criticism by some of the Division employees has been
leveled at regionalization .

Their fears are based on con -

cern for the clientele of the Division of Family Services .
The new administrative stru cture may well be more efficient,
but what of the clientele?

Are they suffering because of

governmental efficiency?
Thi s paper will deal basically with this question, how
does regionalization affect the clientele of the Division
of Family Services?
One of the arguments for regionalization is that it
brings efficiency to an organization .

Further , it is held

that clientele needs will be met at t he same level or an
increased level of efficiency as under a more decentralized
system .
Clientele needs and perception are the main conc erns
of this paper .

Their evaluation of efficiency (the dis -

persian of goods or services to satisfy the greates t number
of needs) and hence regionalization (admini stra tion of
welfare on a multi - county basis) are the two key factors to
this s tu dy •

.

Since the date of this study , Cache , Rich and Box
Eld er Counties have been extracted from Region I and now
constitute Region IX .

CHAPTER I
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The Problem
The State of Utah has recently reorganized its Depart ment of Social Sercices , Division of Family Services .
Heretofore State Services had been administered on a county
level .

The sta te is now divided into eight regions instead

of 29 counties, thus aid and services are conducted out of
regional offices in stead of county offices .
On October 14 , 1969 , the Department of Social Services
sent out a letter requesting that various universities in
Utah locate some students who would like to study the Department .

The field of study was left entirely open to the

student .

Certainly for a student of Public Administration,

this opportunity could not be ignored .
The Department coope r ated to its fullest in carrying
out the proposed study .

The officials of the Department

seemed to be desirous of finding out all they could about
the problems associated with th e Department .

By so doing,

bias , which is a major problem in any eva luation , would be
eliminated to a large degree .

The student was given every

needed assistance and left on his own .
To a large degree, government often becomes caught up
in its own value system .

In a democracy , t hat value system

4

is imposed by the majority of the people .
bero~es

what type of people?

is the middle class .
Conc~ess ,

The question then

In this country the majority

These are the voters, the members of

and the bureaucrates who make decisions that

affect the lives of most of th e people .

Even the adm ini s -

trative decisions of the bureaucracy that affect the general
citizenry are considered to be made by a repr ese nt ativ e
body .

Because of the middle classness of the b ure aucracy ,

so me auth ors think the bureaucracy is representative in its
rule - making functions .

1

This , in effect , is saying that the middle class
bureaucracy is making decisions for the other sectors of
society , in this case , the poor .

The middle class politi -

cians set and promote programs for th e poor , deciding for
them what is " good " or wh at is needed .

The programs are

then evaluated in the offices of middle class bureaucrats .
Often the programs are judged in terms of goods and services
provided or supplied .

Efficien cy in delivering goods and

servic es is ofte n the criteria for evaluation .
When a change is made in an organization , those who are
most vocal are usually t he members of the middle class as it
is more difficult to obtain responoes from those of lower
cosial sta tu s .

In a setting th at the Department of Family

Services finds itself , an evaluation of change would be
1
A. Lee Fritschler , Smoking and Politics , Policymaking
and the Federal Bureaucracy , (New York : Appleton - CenturyCrofts , Meredith Corporation , 1969) , p . 54 .

5

d,fficult to obtain from the recipients of public welfare .
Hopefully, this can be accomplished by an individual who is
not an employee of the Division, and by asking a client for
his evaluation of the Department .

The Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine the effect
of reorganization upon the clientele of the Division of
Family Services of the State of Utah .

It will also try to

determine the way the clientele view (positively or nega tively) and the change tha t has taken place .
Thi s presents a two - fold problem .

First , the adequacy

of the delivery of services in the Division of Family
Services has to be determined .

By adequacy of delivery we

mean , " are che clients of the Division getting what they
need when they need it? "

The second problem is finding out

how the clients perceive the impact of regionalization .

Do

they view it with feelings of hostility due to the perception that something has been taken away?

Or do they think

it is an improvement in the dispersion of services?

Or

are they opinionless?
Regionalizat i on has had a v ery direct aff e ct upon the
clients .

Administration of the program has been taken from

the county level and is currently administered on a multi county level .

6

At the same time regionalization was introduced, another
change took place in the state welfare program .

The case

worker became responsible for social services only .

A new

position was created to take charge of monetary aid .

The

new eligibility worker received the job of financial aid
administration .
desires .

The client now must r equ e st the services he

This has reduced the number of vi sits by th e case

worker .
The change to

regio~alization

and the new division of

labor between the soc i al work er and eligibility worker
occurred simultaneously but independently .

For the purpose

of this study they will be considered as the same
and be

refe~red

~roblem

to as regionalizatio n.

The term " case worker " used herein describes the
social worker .

The eligibility worker will not be considered .

The findings about the el igibility worker were not signifi cant .
Some s o cial workers have expressed c oncern abou t the
regionaliza t ion of service s throughout the sta te .

They feel

that this reorganization removed the case worker from close
contact witr the clients .

Th e so cial workers fe el th at th ey

should be in closer contact and supervise the clients'
2
activi ti es .
2 Donald L . Babinch ak , " An Employe e Attitude Survey of
Region One , Division of Family Service s , in the Utah State
Department of Social Services, " unpubli s hed M. A . thesis ,
Utah State University Library , Logan , Ut ah , 1970 .
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Hypotheses
Hypothesis I
Although the recipients of welfare may not be aware
of regionalization by name , they are aware of a change in
the State Program .

It is hypothesized that this change is

viewed as neither functional nor dysfunctional .

The clients ,

as a whole , except those at the extremes o f the socio economic continuum , will not have an opinion about regionali zation .
Hypothesis II
Those clients that do express an opinion about
regionalization will be on the extremes of a socio - eco nom ic
continuum .
Hypothesis III
Clients on the lower end of the continuum will be more
critical of regionalization .

The reverse will be true for

those clients on the higher end of the continuum .
Fiftee~

independent variables were used with the hope

of finding some relationship and correlations to a client ' s
response .

3

Of these fifteen variables it is supposed that

sex , education , age and occupation are the more important
and will affect more responses than do remaining variables .
3
The fifteen independent variables a re:
Family size ,
age , health , education , sex , previous occupation , religion,
political affiliation , time at residence , car , income , TV,
telephone , race .

8

CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE
There has been little written of the client in an
organizational context .

This , however , is changing .

Some

authors writing in the area are calling for more research to
be done in this area .

Fremont J . Lyden writing in the

Public Administration Review says , " The clientele role in
organizational behavior has received surprisingly little
analytical consideration . " 4

After searching for th i s type

of material , the truth of Mr . Lyden ' s statement is evident .
The Compliance Model
Amitiai Etzioni builds a model of complex organizations
upon the concept of compliance .

He feels that this is the

basis for comparison of all organizations since " compliance
relations

a~e

the control element of organization struc-

ture . "5

Compliance is defined as " a relation in which an actor
behaves in accordance with a directive supported by another
actor ' s power , a nd to the orientation of th e subord i nated
actor to the power applied . " 6
4 Fremont J . Lyden , " The Organizational Client ," Public
Administrat i on Review , 27 (January , 1967) , 62 .
5 Amitiai Etzioni , A Comparative Anal y sis of Com p lex
Organizatiors , (New York : The F ree Press of Glencoe , Inc . ,
196 U , p .

2 1.

6 Ibid . , p . 3 .

9

Etzioni has brought up two items that are the heart of
his compliance model .

Pow er and the orientation o= the

subordinate are k eys to hi s classification of organizations .
He lists three typesof power :
and normative .

coercive, renumerative

These are used in con ju ction with the three
These are :

types of involvement he li sts .
moral and calculative .

He states tha t

alienative,

the right kind of

power has to be used with the right kind of involvement .
For example:

Coercive power would not be used

involvement .

It is said to be incongruent if this is the

case .

wit~

a moral

His hypothesis is that the compliance structure will

always seek congruity .
He presents a typology of compliance relations in a
table form as given below .

7

TABLE l
Kinds of Power
Coercive
Renumerative
Normative

Kinds of Involvement
Alienative Calculative Moral
l
2
3
4

5

6

7

8

9

Types 1 , 5 , and 9 a re congruent .

Here the kinds of

power are used with the appropriate kinds of involvement .
Etzioni then sets or draws his organizational boundaries .
That is , he define s who shall be " inside " the organization
and who will be " outside " the organization .
7

Ibid ., p . 14 .

10
We follow a narrower definition and see as par ticipants all actors who are high on at least one of
the three dimensions of particioation, involvement ,
subordination , and performance .
Thus students,
inmates , soldiers , workers , and many others are i~ 
cluded .
Customers and clients , on the other hand ,
who score low on all three criteria , are considered
•outsiders . , 8
Etzioni then makes a statement that helps place the
welfare recipien t in a better perspective according to his
model .
We treat organizations as collectivities of which
the lower participants are an important segment .
To
exclude them from th e analysis would be like studying
colonial s tru ctu re without the natives , stratifica tion without the low er classes ~r a po litical regime
without the citizens or voters .
The welfare client is a l ower pa rt icipant .

The kind

of power that the welfare departments have over him is
renumerative .

The type of involvement see ms not to be solely

calculative as it should be in order to achieve a congruent
model .
type .

The client ' s involvement would be an alienat ive
Most welfare clients are not calculative in their

involveme nt . 10

The various wel fare or gan iz ations seem to be

incongruent structures when clients are included in the
orga ni zatio n .
Etzioni ' s model is not applicable in this study because
of its narrow definition of part ic ipant s .

SI bJ.d
. .' p . 21.
9 Ibid .
10 Etzioni ' s mod el is not applicab le in this ca se because
of the inclusion of the clie nt .
If , however , we fo:lowed
his definitions and limited membership to only t he cas e worker
and on up , the organization would be a professional one
with calculative involvem ent and renumerative power used .
Per h aps some normative i nvolvement would exist .

ll

Talcott Parsons , in discussing fluid resources of an
organization , briefly mentions the client .

" But particularly

in the case of professio n al services there is another very
important pattern , where the recipient of the service
becomes an operative member of the service - providing organi zation ." 11

Parsons mentions this aspect of organization

structure only i n passing .

He does not elaborate or expand

his idea .

A Source of Conflict
Robert K. Merton deals with the client as a scurce of
conflict foe the organization .

The client becomes hostile

or frustrated when a bureaucrat treates him as " just another
case ."

Merton thinks this is due to the anxiousness a

client feels when dealing with government .
comes from the structure of government .

Another problem

The structure of

a service providing organization may cause a bureaucra t to
seem domineering .

The role of the client to Merton then is

one of a soLrce of conflict .

12

11 Talcott Parso n s , " Soc io log i cal Ap pro ac h to t he Th eo r y
of Organizations ," in Com p lex Or g anizations : A Sociolog ical
Reader , ed . by A. Etzion i ( New Yo r k : Hol t , Rinehart &
Wilson , I nc ., 1961) , pp . 39 - 40 .
12 Robert K. Merton , ed . , et al ., Rea d er in Bur eau c r ac y
(Glenco , Ill. : F ree Press , 1952) , pp . 368 - 370 .

12
Communication and Client Dependency
S . N. Eisenstadt has done some research and drawn some
hypotheses that touch upon the client and organizations
more directly than has the literature reviewed to this point .
Ei sens tadt deals with communication and client dependency .
At this stage we may propose the following preliminary hypothes is about the influence that type of
dependence of the bureaucracy on its clients has on
some of its pattern s of activity . First , the greater
its dependence on its clientele in terms of their being
able to go to a competing agency, the more it will
have to develop techniques of communication and addi tional services to ret ain its clientele and more it
will be influenced by different types of de mands by
the clientele for services in spheres th at are not
directly relevant to its main goals . Second, insofar
as its dependence on its clients is due to the fact
that its cr iteria of success ful organizational performance are based on the member s or cli e nts (as is
often the case in semi - political movements, educational organizations, and so forth), it will have to
take an interest in numerous spheres of its clients•
activities and either establish its control over them
or be subjected to their influence and direction .
Finally , the greater its direct dependence on dif ferent participants in the political arena , and the
smal l er the basic economic facilities and political
assurances given by th e holder of political power-- as
is the case in some public organizations in the United
States and to some extent also in different organizations in Israel - - the greater will be its tendency to
succumb to the demand of different political and
economic pressure groups and to develo£ its activities
and distort its own rules accordingly . 3
Accord~ng

to Eisenstadt , welfare organizations have

in the past not worried about lines of communication , performance , and independent activities .

The recent move to

13
s . N. Eisenstadt , "Bureaucracy , Bureaucratization , and
Debureaucratizion ," in A Comparative ,\nalysis of Complex
Organizations , ed . by Anitiai Etzioni ( New York:
The Free
Pr ess of Glencoe , Inc ., 1961) , p . 21 .

13
regionalization affects only one of the three areas men tioned by Eisenstadt .
concern here .

Performance has been the major

Lines of communication have not been affected .

The Division of Family Services is still dependent upon the
holder of political power (the governor of legislature) .

Prime Benefits
Blau and Scott have , perhaps , come the closest to the
tenure of t his paper .

Their classifica t i on of o r g2nizations

based upon prime benefits , allows the welfare organizations
to fit rather nicely .

They give four types :

benefit associations ,

( 2) business concerns ,

( 1 ) rr.utual ( 3) service

organizations, and (4) commonweal organizations .

There is

no doubt as to where the welfare systems belong .

They are

most certainly service organizations .
The auchors to u ch the problems of clients most heavily
in Chapter III of Formal Organizations :

A Com p arative

Approach .

The first pub l ic is

Two publics are identified .

the public with which the organization works ; this is called
the public - in- contact .
an organization serves .

The second public is the one that
" Only in service organizations are

the two identical , cons t ituting the clie n tele -- recipie n ts
of public welfar e, stud e nts , or pat i ents are both worked
with and served by the o rgan iz ation ."

14

14 Peter M. Blau and Richard Scott , Formal Or g anizations :
A Co mp arative App roach , ( San F r ancisco ; Cha n d l e r Publi sh i n g
Com p any , 1 9 62 ), p . 59 .

14
Blau and Scott also admit the lack of research done on
the public or cl i entel e and their a tt itudes toward public
officials .

. we know little of the orientations of

clients to officials and organizations .

.

• there has

been little attempt to relate client characteristics
systematically to organizational structures ." 15
Blau and Scott ' s typology allows us to classify the
Division of Family Services as a service organization .

The

public - in - contact and th e public it serves are one and the
sam e .

Their classifica ti on does little , however , to aid us

in the study of the cl ients relationship to the or ganiza tion .
The authors report one study done a t the University of
Chicago .

It has some interesting findings about welfare

recipients :

" 74% of the respondents complained that they

were tr ea ted as inferiors ; 69% said they were kept waiting
too long on their visits to the age nci es ; 58% felt that they
received insufficient funds from these organizations ; and
81% expressed unfavorable attitudes toward the caseworker,
16
the representative of t he welfare agency ."
The authors
admit that these opinions may not be typical .
The stcdy reported by Blau and Scott does not correlate
with the findings of this stu dy .
number of things .

This could be du e to a

The wording of the instrument , the

lSibid . , p . 75.
16 Ibid . , p . 77 .

15
eff e ctiveness of the different welfare agencies and the
characteristics of the clientele ar e only three factors that
may explain the difference.

A New Theory
Mark Lefton and William R. Rosengren propose a step
toward a theory about clientele and organizational structures .
They give three reasons for this need .

(l)

The emphasis

is on service to people as persons rather than material
needs .

(2)

An ethic of service rather than one of effi -

ciency has dev el oped .

(3)

The personal problem s of men

are more important than internal structures of the organiza tion .

The typology they wish to set up is based upon the

type of interest the organization shows in its clients .
They divide this interest into longitudinal and lateral
ca t ego ri es .

If an organization has the longitudinal inter-

ests of a person they are interested in every aspect of
the person .

A lateral interest would be of short duration

and of a special iz ed nature .

The hypothesis is that the

organizatio ns that have the longitudinal interests of a
person will be structurally similar .

Likewise for tho se

having lateral interests of a person .
The welfare program is one of the organizations that
deal longitudinally and laterally with its clients .

Thus

it is expected to be structurally si mil ar to a liberal

16
arts college or a long - term therapeutic hospital (to use
17
two examples of the authors . J
The work of Lefton and
Rosengren

~ives

some indication that organization theorists

are becoming more aware of the i mportance of the client .
Although this will not attempt to operationalize their
theory, it is important to note that the center of focus is
the client- organization re l ationships .
The foregoing has indicated that research in the area
of client - organization is very scant and diffused .

It can

be summed up with a quote from Dorn F . White :
T~e other aspect of the problem of formal bureau cratic organization , the problem of effective operation ,
capacity to plan effectively , and that of making job
roles compatable with the healthy human personality
have been and are being given extensive attention by
scholars in the general areas of administration ,
organization theory, and management , but little attention has been turned to the problem of understanding
and improving fslations between organizations and
their clients .

Wh en researching the literature for organizationclientele relationships , the lack of information in this
area becomes very evident .

The clients are treated as

problems , considered as outside the organizations or
" thought " to affect the organization in some nebulous
manner .

17
Mark Lefton and William R. Rosengren , 'Organizations
and Clients : Lateral and Lonoitudinal Dimensions ,"
American Sociological Revie~ 31 (December , 1966) , pp . 802 - 810 .
18 oorn F . White , " The Dialectical Organization : An
Alternative to Bureaucracy ," Public Administrat i on Review
32 (January , 1969) , p . 29 .

17

This study will not deal with measuring their affect
on organizations .

Rather it will examine the clientele ' s

perception of an organization that has recently gone through
a structural change .
The review of literature has not revealed any studies
that are related to this type of examinations .

However ,

the literature doe s pre se nt a hop e that a trend is starting
to take place .

This trend is toward the involvement of the

clientele in organiza tion theory and hope fu lly in planning
and administrati on .

18

CHAPTER III
METH ODOLO GY
This study will i n ves t igate the opinions hel d by
recipients of welfare .

The ir opinions ar e ma inly about

organizational change in t he Divis i on of Family Services of
the State of Utah .

Many social workers have e xpr e s sed

concer n about the regionalization of ser vice s th roug hout
the state .

They f eel that this reorganization removed the

case worke r fro m cl ose contact with th e client s .

Th ey feel

that they should be in closer contact and supervise their
activit i es .

19

One of the purposes of this study is to discover thP
perceptions of clients .
change mad e?

Do they feel tha t

there has been a

Are t hey unaware of th e cha ng e?

Does the

client feel he need s more visits from the social worker?
I s the social wo rk er as effective in his job as h e used to
b e?

All of the abov e questions can be a nswer e d only by

asking the client .
The method for this study is survey research .

The

population of this study is located in the greater Ogden
area .

The instrum ent was adminis ter ed on May 14 , and May

16, 197 0 .

The peo ple in t erviewed wer e welfar e recipi e n ts

drawn at random by the Offic e of Pr ogram Evaluation of the
19
thesis .

Don ald L . Babinchak , o p. cit ., unpubli s h e d M. A .

19
Depa rtment of Social Services , State of Utah .

Permission

to be interviewed was obtained in writing by a representative
of the Offi ce of Program Evaluation .

Each of the 29

respondents were personally interviewed .
The instrument con tain ed 46 questions .

Fifteen of

these were desig n ed to gather data on the independent
variables .

20

Eighteen of the questions were answered on

the Likert Scale .

21

All of th e questions were attitude

questions or asked for a value judgment , or opinion , except
those questions in cluded in the independent variable category .
The number of questions on the questionnaire were kept
at a minimum .

The questions were simplistic in natur e .

This was done in order to achieve a maximum understanding
on the part of the client .
The instrument included two open - ended questions .

The

data was analyzed by use of the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences , used in an IBM 360 Model 44 computer .
tabulation of results was obtained .

A

The variables were

crosstabulated with each other and a Chi Square calculated .
20
see footnote on p. 6 for list of independent
variables .
21
A Likert scale is familiar to most people in form
if not by n a me .
It gives the researcher the abil ity to
measure the intensity of an a n swe r as wel l as the dire ctio n
(yes - no) .
The form commonly used is as follows:
Strongly
Agree
, Agree
, Undecided
, Disagree
,
Strongly Disagree...==-:-------

20
To obtain the

respondent~

views on change , several

qu estions concerning change were computed to give a raw
score .

This score reflects the

respondent~

attitudes about

cha nge .
Each of the dependent and independent variables were
compared to the new variable , change .

A Persons Correla -

tion Coefficient was obtained from this comparison .

Analysis of the Instrument
The instrument can be analyzed by groupinq the questions
into two general areas or dimensions .

The two dimensions

will be called the perceptive dimension and the comparativ e
dimension .

Each dimension contains similar questions or

kinds of que s tions .

Eighteen questions seek the client ' s

perception of the help he is receiving .
views about state aid .

They ask for his

Thirteen questions ask the clients

to compare t his year to last year as far as welfare is
co ncerned .
A third dimension has been manufactured by combining
questions from the preceding dimensions .
is called

t~e

subject dimens i on .

a reas to be conc e rned with he r e .

This dimension

There are four subject
They are :

money , case

workers , the program or general views of the Division of
Family Services , and communications .
The instrument a lso contains fifteen independent
variables .

These are listed with the purpose of findi n g
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which are the most important in determining attitudes
towards welf are .

Th e most important variables a r e supposed

to be age , family size and education .

Perceptive Dimension
The views of the clientele about the welfare program
are considered in this dimension .

Th e cl ient is asked how

he feels about calling his case worker for help .
asked if he is satisfi ed with his grant .

He is

He is also asked

to rat e his case worker .
This i s designed to lear n what attitudes the clie nt s
have toward welfare .

Are they generally happy or satisfied

with the help they are receiving?

Or are they dissatisfied?

The Chi Square will be used to help identify those inde pendent variables that seem to influence the answers given
in this

'-.

sec~..1.on .
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Comparative Dimension
The questions in this section asks for a comparison of
this year ' s prog r am to last year ' s program .

This is more

cog ent to the problem of change than the preceding dimen sio n .

If the clients think that last year the progr a m was

better, me t more of the ir needs , and would like to see a
22
The following questions a r e in cluded in thi s section
or dimensior. : 4 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 16 , 18 , 19 , 23 , 24 , 25, 27 ,
28 , 29 , 30 , 31 . For the content of these questions see the
inst rum ent in Apr~ndix .
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return to its policies ; th en one can be fairly certain that
the cha nge to regionalization is dysfunctional .

If on the

oth er hand, the client feels there has been an improvement ,
then one can be certain that the change is

functio~al

in

the client ' s eyes .
Using the questions from this dimension that contain
Likert Scales a score is computed that reflects the client ' s
attitude tcward change .

The questions used are numbers

1, 3 , 5, 7 , 8 , 15 , 20 , 26 .

In order to analyze the ques -

tionnaire , the directions of all the ques ti ons were made
the same .

This was done by reassigning the numerical values

in the Likert Scales belonging to those questions with a
positive direction .
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Questions 1 , 3 , 5 , 15 , and 20 are

all of a positive direction .

If a person were to answer

these questions with " Strongly Agree " he would have received
a score of one .

By reassigning the values the person would

now sco re five .

Th e question with a negative direction

need no such adjustment to reflect the high score cf a
favorable attitude toward change .
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Dir ectio n ref ers to the way the question is asked .
For example :
" I feel comfortable calling my case worker
anytime I have a problem ," is a question with a positive
direction .
"My case worker seems less willing to help me
this year than he did las t y ear at this time," is a ques tion with a negative direction .
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Subject Dimension
A third dimension can be made by selecting certain
questions from the preceding two dimensions.
deals with subject areas of welfare .
considered are :

This dimension

The four that are

money, case worker , the Division or program ,

and communication .
Each of these subject areas give a brief profile of
the Division of Family Services as seen by the cl ient .

It

will tell us in which areas the clientele feel they are
being treated best .
The subject areas of case worker and Division have the
most questions .

It is felt that these areas are the indices

for the clien ~s attitude toward regionalization .

If his

attitude toward the improvement of services is positive, it
has to reflect the attitu de toward regionalization .

The

same can be said about the client ' s atti tude toward his case
worker .
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The results of the survey will be presented in the
same manner that the instrument was analyzed in the preceding
chapter .

In other words , the perceptive, comparative and

subject dimensions will be discussed .

The independent

variables that are significant will also be presented .

Perceptive Dimension
Most of the clientele were positive in their responses
towards the program .
Questions four and nine ask about a client ' s feeling
toward us in g his case worker fo r help .

No signi fi cant

variable was discovered for question four .

Quest i on nine,

which says , " I feel my case worker is too busy to call about
many of my problems ," was affected by a person ' s health and
educatio n .

Fourteen a nd three/tenths percent ag r eed that

their case worker was too busy to call .

Te n and seven/

tenths percent wer e undecided while 7 5 percent dis agre ed
with the statement .
Of the 14 . 3 p erce nt agreeing , 75 percent were in good
health .

Those of poorer health were inclined to disagree

with the statement .

This is prob a bly due to the id ea that

the clients with poorer health use t heir case worker more
often than those with excellent health .
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The more education a client had the more he was inclined to cisagree with the statement .

Those clients with

a small amount of education were opinionless or undecided .
A graph shewing the relationship of those disagreeing to
their education is presented below .

Percentage of
those disagreeing
100
90

80

/

70

~

/

/

/

60
l-3

4- 6

7- 9

lO - l l

12

an::,
college

Highest grade of school completed

Education seems to give a person a better pers?ective
of the service the case worker is paid to perform .

Perhaps

the better educated client does not have the inhibitions
that a poorly educated client may have .
Two questions deal with satisfaction of the client in
the areas o f serv i ce and financial aid .

Service seems t o

be generally highly thought of , 89 percent being satisfied .
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The significant variables affecting a person ' s attitude
toward ade qu acy of servic es are education and occupation .
The less education a person has the more critical te is
about services .

Occupation here refers to the client ' s

former type of work .

Th ere were five categories of occupa-

tion :

laborer , skilled laborer , clerk, farmer , and house -

wife .

The most positive groups wer e laborers , clerks and

housewives .

Farmers were the most critical .

The financial aid a person received was thought ade qua t e by 71 . 4 percent .

The significant variable affecting

this attitude is length of residence .

The longer a person

had lived at a given locatio n , the more inclined he was to
be critical of the amou nt of his grant .
The clientele of thi s survey were asked to rate their
present case workers and past case work ers .

Generally t he

present case worker was rated higher than the past case
workers .
Also it is interesting to note that a majority of t he
clie nt s have had two or mor e case workers in the past ye ar .
An interesting correlation is noted in that those clients
with poorer health reported a higher number of cas e workers
during the past year than those with better health .
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TABLE I I
Description of Health
Good
Fair
Excellent

Number of
ca se workers
l
2

75%
25%

38%
54%

100%

~
100%

Poor
14%
71%

SO%
SO%

3

4
Totals

14%
100%

100%

Question 24 of the survey states , "To be more helpful
my case worker needs to visit me more often . "

As regionali -

zation was introduced some changes took place in the case
workers ' method of operation .

For one thing the case load

or number of clients a case worker is responsible for, was
greatly increased .
made to a

c~ient ' s

nat ed completely .
county office .

Thi s meant th at the number of visits
home was now cut way down if not elimi The case worker now operates out of his

The client is now responsible for asking for

help .
The clientele feel that a gr ea ter number of visits by
the case worker is not needed for him to be more helpful .
Seventy- two and four/tenths percent disagree with the sta t e ment .
Questions 27 through 29 deal wi t h upward communication .
The cl i e ntele of t he Divis ion of Fa mily Services believe
that there i s no upward communication .
variables affected this finding .

No independent

On ly 20 percent reported

e v er making a suggestion to their case worker .

Of this
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20 percent, 10 percent report making suggestions " sometim es . "

The other 10 percent report making them " seldom . "

Of this 20 percent , one third of them believed that their
sug g estions are never relayed upward .

One and two/tenths

percent of the clientele think that any suggestions made by
the clientele are considered by those in authority .

Summary
The clientele generally think that the Division is
doing a respectable job in the a rea s of mon etary aid and
services .

There is no upward communication to speak of .

If there is communication , the cl i entele generally feel it
is of no avail .
The clientele feel that additional visits by the
case worker are not necessary to improve their helpfulness .
Four independent variables affected the answers to
questions 9 , 10 , and 11 .

These deal with services, financial

aid and wil:ingness to call a case worker for h el p .
III gives a complete picture as to which independent
variable affected which dependent variable .

Table
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TABLE III
Dependent
Variable

Independent Variable
Health

9 . Case worker
too busy
to call .

X

Education

Occupation

Length at
Residence

X

10 . Satisfied

with
services .

X

X

11. Satisfied

with
financial
aid .

X

Comparative Dimension
The clientele were asked to compare this year to last
year in

var~ous

areas such as amount of money received ,

apparent concern of the state , improvement of the program ,
etc .

The general feeling that the clientele gives is one

of improvement
The first considered was that of the amount of the
clients ' aid .

Although 53 . 8 percent agree that they were

getting more money this year , a substantial percentage
(30 . 8) thought they were gett i ng less help f inancially .
The significant variable in this case is the sex of the
individual .

All of those who report getting less money

are women .

This is probably due to the fact that social security
retirement benefit payments had recently been raised and
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sta t e administered aid was decreased in like

amoun~ .

Most

of those women receiving less money are older women receiv ing both social security retirement benefit payments and
monetary help from the Division of Family Services .
Clients reported that they saw their case worker less
often this year than they did last year .

Even though this

was the case they felt as though the Division expressed
more concern for them this year as compared to last year .
The variable that affects this perception is the size
of the family .

The smaller the family unit the more likely

the perception of concern would be positive .

The larger

families seemed to be less aware of concern this year as
compared to last year .

Perhaps this is due to the demands

and needs a larger family could make upon a case worker .
When asked if they received more help with money prob lems this year as compared to last year , 20 . 7 percent of the
clients agreed that they did .

Forty- five and five/tenths

percent were undecided and 31 . 8 percent disagreed .

The

significant factor or variable in affecting the response is
additional income .

When crosstabulated with "other income "

an interesting picture appears .
Seventy percent of those clients with other income
disagree with the statement .
this category .

There was no agreement from

All of those agreeing had no other income .

Table IV presents the results of this tabulation .
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TABLE IV
Undecided

Agree
No other income

100%

Other income
100%

Totals

Disagree

80%

16%

20 %

83%

100%

100%

The clients were asked to interpret th e case work er ' s
satisfaction with his job as compared to last year .
large percentage were undecided ( 52 . 2 percent) .

A

The remain -

in g 47 . 8 percent thought that their cas e workers were more
satisfied now than they used to be .

One interes ting and

significant variable i s the sex of the cl i ent .

One hundred

percent of the undecided responses were female .
Another variable also affected the persons response .
This was political affi liati on of the client .
and Democrats were both opinionated .

Republicans

Of the independent

voters , however , 85 . 7 percent were undecided .
e xpr essed as to a causu al r ela tion sh ip here .

Doubt is
Th e tendency

to claim independency in voting is probably a manifesta tion of the same factor that causes a person to respond with
"und ec id ed ."

Question 7 could be c on side r ed about the same as ques tion 1 .

There are , however , two important di fferences .

This question is asked in th e opposite direction .
question 7 cllows for inflation .
th ey are receiving more money .

Question 1 asks

Also ,
o~ly

Question 7 asks if they

if
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are "in more financial trouble today : than they were last
year at this time ."
Thirty- one and eight/tenths percent agreed with the
statement , 13 . 6 percent were undecided and 54 . 5 percent
disagreed .

Significan t variables were the health of the

individual and the client ' s sex .
Those =lients who were in more finan=ial trouble were
the ones who had poorer health .
The sex of th e individual influenced the way they
responded .

The male segment of the sample complained more

than did the female .

Of those in less financial trouble ,

100 percent were female .
The clientele in general feel that their case workers
are more or at least as willing to help them this year as
they were last year at this time .

The cha ng e to regionali -

zation has not affected the clients ' attitude towards case
worker ' s willingness to help .
The clients were asked if the welfare program in Utah
had : improv ed over last year , become wo rse since last ye ar ,
or remained the same as last year?

Forty- seven and eight/

tenths percent felt the program had improved .

Forty- three

and five/tenths percent felt the program was about the
same .

Only 8 . 7 per cent f elt i t had become worse .
Th e variable affecting this response is the client ' s

health .

Only those with poor health reported that they felt

the program had become worse since last year .
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This

~uest ion

is actually as king,

affected the welfare program? ''

' has regionalization

Ninety - one and three/tenths

percent of the total think th at it has a t least remained
the same , but 50 percent of those in poor health feel that
the program has become worse .
Almost 61 percent feel that it is eas ier to get help
from the Division than it used to be .

This question does

not properly limit the length of tim e to be cons ider ed in
which help became easier to get .

For instance a person

could be comparing today to the early 1960 ' s or he could be
thinking of last year.
This ,

~owev er,

does not invalidate the results .

If

the subject was ind eed comparing today to several years ago
still regionalization has not made it more difficult to get
help .
The significant variable involved with this perceptio n
is health .

Seventy- five percent of the 17 . 4 percent who

disagreed with the statement were clients who claimed to
hav e poor health .

Summary
The clients feel that the Division of Family Services
has improved over last year .
with the change .

They are generally satisfied

There are a number of variables tnat affect

a client ' s a n swe rs.

These are presented along with the

questions they affect in Table V below .
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Attitude Toward Change or Regionalization
The change scale as described in Chapter III , "Analysis
of the Instrument , " gives a very lucid description of the
clients ' attitudes about change .

The reader should

b~

reminded again th at change in this pappr is the same as
regionalization .
A sco r e reflecting the clients ' attitude toward change
was computed by using eight different questions from the
questionnaire .
The questions have two things in common .
conta i n the phrase "

. this year .

or "compared to last year ."

use of the Likert Scale .

(2)

(l)

They all

• • than last year ,"

They are all answered by
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The direction of the qu est i ons were made to be the
same .

This was done by reassigning the numerical values in

the Likert Scale .

Those strongly agreeing could score a

maximum of fiv e on a ny given question , or a minimum of 1 .
The eight questions could t hen produce a po ssible maxi mum score of 40 .

The min imum score could be 8 .

Above 24

points can be considered a po s itive attitude towa rd
regionalization .
Th e resultant score for the entire popu la tion is given
in Table VI.

TABLE VI

Mean .
Variance
Ran ge

27 . 103
1 1. 525
14 . 000

Minimum
Maximum

19 . 000
33 . 000

Th e mean scor e for the en tire population is 27 . 10 3 .
The scale rang es from a low of 8 to a possible high of 40 .
Twenty - four \-Jould be a n a tur al or a n " undecided " response .
The mean score , therefor e , can be co nsid e red to be po sit ive .
The highest score was 33 while th e lowest score was 19.
The mean s cor e of 27 . 103 repr es ents a positive view of
change .
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Using a Pearson ' s Correlation Coefficient , six ques tions proved to be significant above the . 05 level when
correlated with change .

24

The six questions are presented with a description of
the sub - population .

The variable is written out and the

results are given first in table form and second in graph
form .
Question 11 :

" I am satisfied with the amount of my grant . "

Th ere is a positive correlation between a client ' s
score on the change scale and his sa ti sfac tion
amount of his grant .

wit~

the

Those clients that were more satisfied

with the a mount of their grant tended to score higher on
the change scale .

Response
Agree
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

Mean score on change scale
27 . 950
25 . 333
22 . 000

24
The change score for each individual is now used as
a n ew vari able and thus ca n be correlated with the other
pre- e xisting var i ables .
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FIGURE II
28
26
Score
on

/

24

change
scale

22

/

/

/

20
:o>tron g l y
Disa g ree
disagree
Response to q u estion ll .
Question 14 :

Agree

" I get less h elp p lanning my budget than I

received last year at this time ."
This correlation is negative .

Those clients strongly

agreeing and undecided scored lower o n the cha n ge scale
than did thos e who disagreed with the s tatement .

However,

it is interesting to note that the lowest scores are still
on the positive side of the change scale .

Res p onse
Strongly Agree
Undecided
Di sag r ee

Mean score on change scale
25 . 000
24 . 900
28 . 600

FIGURE III
29
2

~

25

~

2

Dlsagree

Undeclded

Strong l y Agree
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Question 15 :

"I feel it is easier to get help from the

Division of Family Services th an it used to be . "
This correlation is positive .

As the client ' s change

scale sco r e is higher , he will be more likely to respond
with " agr ee" to the sta t ement .

Response
Agree
Undecided
Disagree

Mean score on change scale
28 . 643
25 . 800
2 3 . 000
FIGURE IV
30

/

28
26
24
22

v
Dlsagree

/

/

Undeclded

Agree

The above variables all correlated to the change score
either positively or negatively .

It should be emphasized

that correlations do not mean that a person who scores high
on the change scale does so because he ag r ees with this or
tha t statement .

Causal relationships are not intended to

be proven by co rrel at ion coe ffi cien ts .
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So far the variables that have been presented are all
dependent variables .

The correlation of dependent variables

adds additional confidence in the reliability of the client ' s
responses .
There are three independent variables that can be cor related to the chang e scale score .
have responses that are discrete .

These three variables
That is to say those

responses that can be put on a continuum .

Those independent

variables are presented below .
Variable 33 :

"What is your age? "

This correlation is a negative one .

As a person in -

creases in age , the lower he will score on the change scale .
The older clientele appear to be more crit i cal of change
or regionalization .

The clients between ages 31 and 50

scored higher than the c}ients in the 26 - 30 age bracket .
It may appear

that these ( 31 - 50) are deviants .

But another

explanation could be that the 26 - 30 years old clients
scored abnormally low .
Response
18 - 25
26 - 30
31 - 40
41 - 50
51 - 60
61 or over

Mean score on change scale
29 . 429
26 . 500
27 . 800
28 . 667
26 . 000
25 . 100
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FIGURE V
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Variable 34 :

" Generally, what i s the con d ition of y our

health? "
This correlation is a negative one .

The client ' s

health is a governing factor in his r esponse t o chan ge or
regionalization .

As the health of a person degenerates he

becomes more critical of change .
Mean score on chan g e scale
29 . 000
28 . 214
25 . 250
24 . 857

Response
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

FIGURE VI
30
22

1-----

26

24

Excellent

I

~

Good

._____________
Poor
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Variable 35 :

" What was the highest grade in school you

completed? ''
Education correlates positively with the client ' s
attitude tcward change .

As the number of school years

completed rises so does a person ' s change score or attitude
toward chang e .

Those clients with some college edu cation

s cored lower than the high school educated client .

No

reason is noted for this deviation .
Mean score on change scale
23 . 000
26 . 000
26 . 900
29 . 000
30 . 000
27 . 000

Res ponse
l-3
4- 6
7- 9
10 - ll
12
Any College

FIGURE VII
30
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2E

/
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change

2E
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I
v

/
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\

\

-------

22
l-3

4- 6

7- 9

10 - ll

12

Any
College

Highest grade of school completed
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Although there was no correlation possible on the fol lowing independent variables , it is helpful and important
to t he hypothesis to conside r them .
Variab le 36 :
The sex of an i n dividual seemed not to make much dif ference in their attitude toward regionalization .

The

female population of the sample scored slightly higher than
did the male portion .
Sex
Male
Female

Mean score on change scale
26 . 800
27 . 167

Variable 37 :
The former occupation of a client had some affect on
his attitude toward regionalization.

Clerks and housewives

received the higher scores on the change scale .
Occup at ion
Laborer
Farmer
Housewife
Clerk

Mean score on chan g e scale
25 . 500
26 . 500
28 . 000
28 . 667

Variable 38 :
Religion has little influence on a person ' s view of
change .

Menbers of the LDS faith scored lower than did

Catho lics or Protestants .

Protes t an ts scor ed highest or

had the most positive attitude toward regionalization .
the extreme scores of 26 . 700 and 27 . 571 are separated by
only . 871 .

But
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Religion
LDS
Catholic
Protestant

Mean score on change scale
26 . 700
27 . 167
27 . 571

Variable 39 :
Membership in a given political party affected the
score a client obtained .
score on the cha ng e scale .

Republicans received the lowest
The Democrats sco red higher

bu~

were outranked by the score independent voter received .
This falls in line wi th the popular typologies given to the
various poli tical parties .

Republicans, who are traditionally

the conservative segment of political America , would naturally
be expected to score lower than the Democrats on a cha n ge
scale .
The sur prise comes with the independent voter .
scores both Republicans and Democrats .

He out-

Usually the inde -

pendent is pl aced betwee n the Democrats and Republicans on
a liberal - conservative continuum .
Political party
Rep ublican
Democrat
Independent

Mean score on chang e scale
25 . 500
27 . 176
27 . 556

Variable 40 :
Length of time at residence has an affect on the
individual's score .

The longer a person had lived at a

location the less positive he would be toward regionaliza tion .

There is another consideration to be looked at .

Age

and length of time a t residence may be highly correlated .
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Length of time at residence
Le ss than 2 years
2- 6
7- 10
ll years or more

Mean score on chan g e scale
28 . 333
26 . 444
25 . 667
26 . 200

Thi s can be plotted on a graph because both variables
have an interval type of numbering scale .

The longer a

person lived at a given residence the more likely he wou ld
score low en the change scale .

FIGURE VIII
29
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or more

Length of time at residence

Variables 42 - 45 :
These variables are answered wi t h a "yes " or "no"

response .

Th ey deal wi th own e rship of car , television ,

telephone and other income .

Those who had no other in co me

or no telephone scored higher than those who did .

Th ose who

owned car s and te l evi sion scor e d higher than those wh o did
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not .

The results are represented below in the following

table .

TABLE VII
Variable
Var . 42 ,
Var . 43 '
Var . 44,
Var . 45 '

Yes

2'8'":-ooo

Car
Other income
Television
Te l ephone

25 . 750
27 . 143
26 . 750

No
26."" 76 2
27 . 600
27 . 000
27 . 538

Variable 46 ;
The client ' s race did not make a great amount of dif fere n ce in his attitude .

Blacks, Caucasians and Spanish -

American clients are represe nt ed in th e sample .
for the races varied only 1 . 468 .

The scores

Race seemed to be insig -

nificant.

Summar y
The change scale scores are usually on the positive
sid e of the scale (above 24) .

I t is n oted that e v en the

clients who are more critical score f r om a low of 22 to a
high of 25 .

The average of the lowest scores i s 23 . 792 .

This is only 0 . 308 into the negative side of the change
scale .
Although the cl i ente le scores high on the change scale ,
the breakdown into subpopulations presents us with fac t ors
that influence a client to score even higher .
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Satisfaction with the amount of grant :

The clients

who are more satisfied score higher on the change scale .
Amo un t of he lp in planni n g a budget :

The less help a client

gets the mere critical of regionalization he is .
of getting help frum the Division :

The ease

The clients who feel it

is easier to get help from the Division are more positive .
A client ' s age , health, education , political party , and
length of time of residence are other factors of influence
on his attitude toward regionalization .
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

Summary
This study has attempted to obtain a sample of the
clientele opinion about organizational change .
of the

A by product

sucvey was t o sample the clientele ' s perception of

their situation .

Both of these factors should be basic to

any judgment rendered by an evaluator of change or program .
The

l~terature

about organizations and clients is

still in the developmental stage .

New organization models

are needed to bring the client into the context of an
organization .
Etzioni , Parsons and Merton are three of the
names in organization theory .
in various ways .

~est

known

These authors treat clients

Etzioni excludes from the organization .

Parsons sees their importance but does not expand upon their
linkage to the organization .

Merton views them as a problem

for the bureaucurat .
A new generation of theorists seems to be arising .
They are explor i ng clien t - organi z ation relationsh i ps .
Lefton and Rosengren examine the client ' s effect on the
organization ' s structure .

Other authors such as Write , who

was quoted in Chapter II , are calling for more research in
this area .
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The review of literature has produced little help in
the writing of this paper .

However , there is a glimmer of

hope that more research is being done in the area of eli entele relationships with the organization .

Acceptance of the Hypotheses
Hypothesis I
" Although the recipients of welfare may not be aware
of regionalization by name , they are aware of a change in
the State Program .

It is hypothesized that this

viewed as neither functional nor dysfunctional .

c~ange

is

The clients

as a whole , except those at the extremes of the socioeconomic
continuum , will not have an opinion about regionalization ."
(Hypothesis I, page 6 . )
It was originally hypothesized that the clientele would
be aware of regionalization but that they would have no
opinion as to its functionality .

They would neither see it

as a change for the " better " or t he " worse ."
The results of the survey do not bear this out .
Hypothesis I cannot be accepted .

The clientele were found

to be aware of change and also they were positive about it .
25
Clientele scored above neutral on the change scale .

25
see Chapter IV , page 28 for an explanation of the
change scale .
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Hypothesis II
" Those clients that do express an opinion about
regionalization will be on the extremes of a socioeconomic
continuum ."

\Hypothesis II , page 6 . )

The second hypothesis is partially acceptable .

The

results of the breakdown show the scores of the better
educated cl i ents to be higher .

Those who are in less

financial trouble scored higher .

The more sk i lled an

individual is the h i gher he scored on the change scale .
It was originally hypothesized that the opinions that
were expressed would come from the e xtr eme ends of a socioeconomic conti nuu m.

This ca nn ot be accepted as most of the

cl ients had an opinion about regionalization , no matter what
their position on the continuum .
Hypothesis III
"Clier.ts on the lower end of the continuum will be
mo re critical of regionalization .

The reverse wile be true

for those clients o n the higher end of the c ontinuum ."
(Hypothesis III , page 6 . )
Hypothesis III is accepted .

It was originally hypo -

thesized that those on the lower end of a social - economic
co nt i nuum wou ld be mo re critic al of region ali z at ior, and
those at the higher end of s uc h a co ntinuum would be mor e
positive toward change .
Chapter IV .

This is born out in th e date in
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If a ?erson uses education , occupation and debt as
indicators of a person's socioeconomic s tatus, then this
hypothesis i s accepted fully .
It was supposed at the beginning of this thesis that
some of the independent variables would affect the responses
of the clientele .

A person ' s sex , education , age and oc-

cupation were s up posed to affect more responses than th e
other variables .
Table III on page 29 indicates that the independent
variables e ffecting the responses in this section are
health , education , occupation and length of time at resi dence .

Table V on page 34 shows that sex , family size ,

other income , political party and health affect a person ' s
responses .
Totaling the two tables , health , sex and education
are the three most important variables of those in the pre ceding paragraph .
exception .

This i s as supposed originally with one

Health replaces occupation as the thirc variable .

The survey of clientele opinion should play an impor tant pa r t in assessing organizat ion al cha n ge .

Using this

method , opinions of clients who are not as vocal as the
other s ectors of society can be obtained .
Program should not be evaluated on the basis of money
or efficiency alone .

The success of a program should be

measured with some r e gar d as to how a cli en t perceives he
is affected .

Too often th e client of a service organization
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in government becomes lost in the scramble for efficiency .
Hopefully , this happens without administrators being aware
of it .
The need for efficiency is obvious .

However , a serv ic e

organization should neve r lose s ig ht of the fact that it i s
a service orga niz at i on .

If a choic e be t ween servic e or

efficiency must be made , service should be retained .
Ideally the two con cep ts shou ld be c lo sel y related and
coordinated .
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APPENDIX

1.

I get more money from my grant this year than I did last
year at this t1.me
(1) Strongly agree _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ ,
(4) Disagree _ _ , (5) Str ongly Dissg:::e e _ _ •

2.

I see my case worker
(1) less oft~n than I did last year at this time ____
(2) about as much as I did last y~ar at this time _____
(3) more often then I did last year at this time _ __

3,

The Division of Family Services is more concerned about me
this yce~ than they were loGt year ot this time.
(1) S t :·ongJ.y agree ___ , (2) Agree _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ ,
(4) Disagr-,e _ _ , (5) Strongly DiGagree _ _ __

4.

I feel c01nfor.table calling my case worker anytime I have a
problen.
(1) St.ror.gly Ag:o:ee _ _ , (2) Agree ____ , (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
( l1) Disl.!gree ______ , (5) Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •

5,

In tirr<:! of n<>crl my case worker h "> lt's me >1! th my money
problews m0r <:! th.·l n he did last year at this time,
( 1) Strong l y agree ____ , (2) Ag•ec ____ , (3) Undecided _ _ ,
( 4) Disogr~ e ____ , {~) Strongly Disagree ____ •

6.

My case worker seems more satisfied with his job than he

used to.
(1) Strongly Agree _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ •
(4) Dtsogre<e _____ , (5) ~tr.ongly Dis<lgree _ _ _ •
7.

I am in nore financial trouble today than I ~s last
year at this time.
(1) Str.ongly agree _ _ , (2) Agree ___ , (3) Undecided ._ __
(4) Disagree _ _ _ , (5) Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •

B.

My cnsa woT.!~<lr seems- less willing to help me this year
t!l9.n he c\1·1 last year at this time.
(1) St"Cocgly agree
, (2) Agree
, (3) Undecided
,
(4) Dioagr.ee _ _ _~Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •
---

9.

I feel ~/ car.e worker is too busy for me to call about
many cf oy probl.;:ns.
(l) S t rongly Agree _ _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Diec1gr.ee _ _ _ , (5) Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •

10.

I am sati2fied with the services provided f~r. me by the
State.
(1) St,cnely agree _ _ _ , (2) Agree
, (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Disl!gree _ _ _ , (5 ) Strongly Disagree _ _ __

11.

I
satisfied wi. th the amount of my grant.
(1) Strongly Ag:;:ee
, (?.} Ag!Cee
, (3) Undecided _ _ __
(4) Di~agree _ _ _-;-(5} Strongly Dis&gree _ _ _ •

=

12.

1 feel that the Welfare Program in Ut ah has •••
(1) i mprove d over last year. _______
( 2 ) be c ome wor s e s tnce last ye ar
,
( 3) remained about t he same as las t ye sr . _____
(4) don't know_ _ _ •

13.

Compa=e d to last year, the We lfare ~• ogram •• ••
(1) mee ts more of my needs. _ _
(2) mee t s fewer of my needs. _ __
(3) meets about the same amount of my needs. _ __
(4) don't kn ~w________

14.

1 get l ess help in planning my budget than 1 received
last year at this time.
(1) Sttop;:; J.y Agree
, (2) Agree
, (3) Undecided
,
(4) DisP.ac·ee _ _ _:-<5}Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •
---

15.

1 f P.el it is e e gier to ge t help from the Division of
Family ~;ervi ces than it used to be.
(l) Stto:13ly Ag.:ee
, (2) Agree
, (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Di :m(l~·e"----' (5) Strongly Disagree _______

16.

Do you f ee l services to the po or or unemployed can be
i mprove d?
(1) Y;:r- _ _ , (2) No
(3) Don't know_ _ __

17.

If answer to

18.

How do y<A t rate your pre s ent c a se worker?
(1) E:<.,C"). k clt_ _ _ , (2) Good
, ( 3) Fair
,
(4) Poor _ _ _ , (5) Don't kn;_;;;--•
-----

19.

How co you rate your eligibility worker?
(1) E >: •,c!l~ n t
, (2) Good
, (3) Fair _ _ _ ,
(4) Poor _______ , (5) Don't know______ •

20,

The Di.vfsi on of FenY:. ly Services provides mo=e programs for
self h:p:.:o·.-.,oeu.t then the y !ISed to.
( l) S t:::c·nz.:ly Agree
, (2) Agree
, { ~) Undecided
,
(4) DisP.gr.ee _ _ ,~Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •
- - -

21,

Ple ase list some sree.s in which you feel the s ta t e i s n o t
giving you encngh help .

~ber

16 is ye s, what would you recommnnd?

22.

How many case workers have you had in the ~at year?
(1) 0
• (2) 1
• (3) 2_ _ ,
(4) 3
, (5) 4 or mo~:e _ _ _ •

23.

Ho>~

24.

To be more helpful, my case worker needs to visit me more
often.
(1) Strongly Agree _ _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Disagree _ _ _ , {5) Strongly disagree _ _ _ •

25,

My case

26.

The papers and forms I am required to fill out are more
confusing than they were last year at this time,
(1) StNOJ.gly agree _ _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Dic.' lgree _ _ _ , (5) Strongly disagree _ _ _ •

27.

I make suggestions about improvement of the Welfare System.
(l) Always
, (2) usually
, (3) Sometimes _ _ _ ,
(4) Sddom_ _ _ , (5) Never

do you rate your past case worker?
(1) Excellent
, (2) Good
, (3) Fair _ _ _ ,
(4) Poor _ _ _ , (5) Don't ~ow_ _ _ •

w~rker represents me fairly.
(1) Strougly agree _ _ _ , {2) Agree _ _ _ , {3) Undecided _ _ ,
{4) Disagree~--• (5) Strongly disagree _ _ _ •

---

If the &v~wer to number 27 is
"Never" go on to question 30.
28.

My case worker listens to, and relays my suggestions about
the welfare system,
(1) Always _ _ _ , (2) Usually~---• (3) Sometimes _ _ _ ,
(4) Seldom_ _ _ , {5) Never _ _ _ •

29.

My suggestions are considered by people who are in
(1) Always
, (2) Usually
, (3) Sometimes
{4) SeUom====._, (5) Never-==·
-

autbo~tty

,

30.

Voting is the only way people like me to have any say in
the w.'\y government is rwa.
(1) Str~ngly agree _ _ _ , (2) Agree _ _ _ , (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Disagree _ _ _ , (5) Strongly Disagree _ _ _ •

31.

Politics and government are so complicatad that a person
like me cau't re~lly understand what's going on.
(1) Strongly Agree
, (2) Agree
, (3) Undecided _ _ _ ,
(4) Disagree _ _ _ , (5)Strongly disagree _ _ __
In order to better qualify your answers, I wo~ld like
to ask you some questions about yourself and your family,

32.

What is your family size?
(1) 1.. 2
' (2) 3-4
(3) 4-6 _ _ _
(5) 9 or more _ _ _ •
---

,('•>

6·8_ _ _ ,

33.

~!hat

34.

Generally, what is the condition of your health?
(1) Excellent_ _ _ , (2) Good
(3) Fair _ _ _ ,
(4) Poor _ __

35.

What was the highest grade in school you completed?
(1) 1-3
• (2) 4-6
(3} 7-9
(4) 10·11_ __
(5) 12 - - - , (6) Any College _ _ __

36.

Sex.
(1) Male _ _ _ • (2) Female _ __

37.

Previous occupation.
(1) Leborer
, (2) Skilled Leborer
, (3) Clerk_ _ _ ,
(4) Farmer-===:- (5) Other (specify) - - -

38.

is your age?
(1) 18-25
• (2) 26-30
• (3) 31-40
•
(4) 41·50==, (5) 51-60==, (6) 61 or over _ __

Religion.
(1) U>S
, (2) Protestant_ _ _ , (3) Catholic_ _ _ ,
(4) Oth-er_ __

39.

Political affiliation
(l) Democrat
(2) Republican._ _ _ _ (3) Independent._ _ __

40.

How long have you lived at yo~ present location?
(1) less than 2 years
(2) 2-6 years (3} 7-10 years _ __
(4) 11 years or more - - -

41.

Location.

42.

Do you own your own car?

43.

Do you have any other income?

44.

Do you own your own TV?

(1) Yes _ _ _ (2) No_ _ __

45.

Do you have a telephone?

(1) Yes _ _ (2) No.._._ __

46.

Observed race. (1) Caucasian
, (2) Negro or Black
,
(3) Oriental
, (4) Spanish-American_ _ _ (5) Other_ _ _ •

(1) Urban._ _ _ , (2) Rural _ __
(1) Yes _ _ (2) No_ __
(1) Yea _ _ _ (2) No_ _ __

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP AND TIME:
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